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Abstract

A recent series of articles in this Magazine's Antenna Designer's Notebook column highlighted Fano's fundamental work on
the limitations of the impedance matching of arbitrary impedances and its application to antenna design. Lopez, using Harold
Wheeler's methodology, constructed a closed-form solution to the nonlinear simultaneous equations of Fano. This article
presents the Wheeler methodology that was the basis for this work, and is still invaluable in the understanding of optimum
impedance matching.
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1. Introduction

T his article presents some of Harold A. Wheeler's early work
~(from the 1 940s) on impedance matching [1]. It presents the

development of his formulas for optimum impedance matching
using single- and double-tuned matching circuits. His equations
relate the antenna Q-bandwidth (QB) product to the maximum
reflection magnitude (F) over the frequency bandwidth
B =(f - fL)/ fHfL , where fH and fL are the high- and low-
edge-band frequencies. During this same period of time, Robert M.
Fano [2] developed his famous impedance-matching equations,
which relate the Q-bandwidth product of a load to the maximum
reflection magnitude for all levels of multiple tuning circuits.
Lopez [3] later showed that the Wheeler and Fano equations were
in exact agreement for the Fano n - I and n - 2 cases. This article
was motivated by the series of articles on "Fano matching" that
recently appeared in this Magazine's Antenna Designer's Note-
book column [4-8].
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2. Wheeler Single-Tuned
Edge-Band Matching

Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram for series single tuning of
an antenna. Wheeler started with a reference case, which he
referred to as the single-tuned mid-band match case. The Smith-
chart impedance locus for this case is shown in Figure 2. The ideal
transformer shown in Figure 1 is set so that a match (zero reflec-
tion) is achieved at the resonant frequency (fo ff ). This

case does not yield the minimum maximum-reflection magnitude
(F) at the band edges.

Wheeler next demonstrated that the minimum r is achieved
when the edge-band frequencies lie on the vertical axis of the
Smith chart. Impedance transformation is used to achieve this con-
dition, as shown in Figure 2. The ratio of the generator resistance,
RG, to the resonant resistance, REB, for the edge-band matching
case is given by
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The tangent half-angle formula [3] provides an explicit relationship
between the Q-bandwidth product and the maximum reflection
magnitude:

2 tan (OEB /2) (4)

from which followed

Q B = 2 F 21Q1- (5)

This equation is in exact agreement with the Fano n =1 imped-
ance-matching case [3].

3. Wheeler Double-Tuned Matching

Wheeler went on to show that the optimum double-tuned
impedance matching was derived directly from the optimum sin-
gle-tuned case. Figure 3 shows the circuit diagram for the double-
tuned case. The parallel resonant circuit has the same resonant fre-
quency (fo).

Figure 4 is a Smith chart showing the required susceptance
for the parallel resonant circuit to achieve optimum double-tuned
impedance matching. The Q for the parallel resonant circuit is

Figure 2. Wheeler optimum single-tuned impedance matching.
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Figure 3. A double-tuned antenna impedance-matching circuit.
(lb)

For the loci shown in Figure2, Q=10, B=0.2, and

RG/IREB = 2.24.

Wheeler [1] showed that at the edge-band frequencies for the
edge-band matching case, the impedance is given by

ZEB = exp (±jOEB) (2a)

and SC

tan (O6EB) =QB. (2b)

This equation assumes that the Smith chart is normalized to unit
resistance.

Wheeler also showed that
Figure 4. Wheeler optimum double-tuned impedance match-

(3) ing: the susceptance of a parallel resonant circuit.
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Figure 1. A single-tuned antenna impedance-matching circuit.
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(6)Q 2 = C0 C 2 - Q -
GG1V+QB

For the example given, Q2 = 4.47.
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Figure 5 shows the Wheeler optimum single-tuned and dou-

ble-tuned impedance loci, and Figure 6 shows the double-tuned

locus with the frequency range extended beyond the operating fre-

quency bandwidth.

Equation (5) for single tuning can be rewritten as

QB-= 2F172 (7)

Figure 5. Wheeler optimum double-tuned impedance match-
ing.
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Wheeler also showed in [1] that the reflection coefficient, r2 , for
double tuning is

I2 (8)

from which it follows that the double-tuning equation is

QB=242 (9)
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Figure 6. Wheeler optimum double-tuned impedance matching

with the frequency band extended beyond the operating band.

This equation is in exact agreement with the Fano n = 2 case [3].

4. Summary

Table 1 presents Wheeler's equations and the equation for the

single-tuned mid-band match case. The equations include a con-

version from the maximum reflection magnitude (F) to the maxi-

mum VSWR QV). Also included in the table is the Fano-Bode case

for an infinite number of tuned circuits. From Table 1 and for the

given VSWR, it is noted that the single-tuned edge-band matching

Table 1. Equations relating the Q-baadwidth product to the VSWR.

Impedance Matching Circuit Equation -B for

2T V-1
Single-tuned mid-band match QB = V -QB0.0

Single-tuned edge-band matching QB -217 ~V2 1_

(Lopez-Fano, n 1)sinh [ln(J)] 1-2 2V QB = 0.750

Double-tuned matching QB 2=I- = - V ý 2 -1 QB - 1.732
(Lopez-Fano, n = 2) sinh[lhn(II)] i-r

infinite-tuned matching QB = 7 = I QB =2.860
(Fano-Bode, ncc = in(jj1 =________
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case provides a small benefit over the single-tuned mid-band
matching case. It is also seen that for a given Q, the double-tuned
matching case provides an increase of more than double the band-
width of the single-tuned mid-band matching case for a
VSWR = 2. In theory, an infinite number of tuning circuits will
only provide a two-thirds increase over the double-tuned matching
case.

The double-tuned matching case is commonly used for
inipedance matching. This case provides a good measure of the
bandwidth that can be achieved for the impedance matching of a
narrow-bandwidth antenna. As has been pointed out [1-7], there is
a law of diminishing returns for Fano matching beyond the n = 2
case. In practice, one should not expect to achieve a bandwidth that
is much larger than that achieved with the double-tuned matching
case. A simple rule of thumb for the achievable bandwidth for a
VSWR > 2 is that it is approximately equal to the VSWR divided
by the Q.

5. Comment on the Wheeler
and Fano Approaches

Wheeler had an ability for reducing complex scientific princi-
ples to simple forms that were universally helpful to theoreticians
and practitioners. His work on impedance matching is another
good example of this ability. He developed the art of impedance
matching using the reflection chart as the primary tool.

The contrast between the Wheeler approach and the Fano
approach is interesting. Fano, for the most part, relied heavily on
mathematical rigor; Wheeler, on the other hand, reduced the prob-
lem to a form where the solution was apparent by simple geometri-
cal considerations.

Fano's approach was comprehensive. It provided a complete
picture of the basic limitations for the impedance matching of
arbitrary impedances. In retrospect, the community benefits from
both the Wheeler and Fano contributions.
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Ideas for Antenna Designer's Notebook
Ideas are needed for future issues of the Antenna Designer's
Notebook. Please send your suggestions to Tom Milligan and
they will be considered for publication as quickly as possible.
Topics can include antenna design tips, equations, nomographs,
or shortcuts, as well as ideas to improve or facilitate
measurements. A-1


